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 BlockChain CEO Summit Tower Club. March 3, 2018.  Leo is presenter.  Raymond is their founder group. 180 in 
this room at PhilAmlife 34 floor Club room.  here:  Jay, President Rotary club. Start 2:45 pm as I was speaking 
with wife of CCF Pastor Peter Chu-Tan on full integrity power of ChristDomain.com


Speaker: Ms Trixie Esquerra.  WrapitUp.com.ph. Vision Works parties. Works with OFW. Active with toastMasters 
Area Dir, past  NLP practitioner. Bob Sanchez Truly rich.  Positivetrix motivational  email campaign I had joined.  I 
have mic for 10 seconds and speak with authority that BitCOins secures and stabilises world economies. I state I 
am world top Anti Crime expert.

	 The outcome for any investments is SECURITY. Not Insurance, as banks and Savings accounts become 
unneeded with UNIocracy.  She asks about 5-10 year projection of WHO we want to be. (on VoiceRecord).  K: 
this starts with WHO you ARE right now. Trixie: Innovation. Fast forward, outcome visualize.

  Bday of my own 26 year old son who committed crimes against his fatherkeith.com along with specific others 
identified by BlockChain eVOTE.ONE -> database URLiDent.com  100% decision based society ensures 
everyone has equal social justice equality and peaceful harmony. No need to dream forward. This is the reality of 
today with BidOnkeith.com most humble servant of humanity. Long ago, I recognised the meek and mild will NOT 
inherit the earth as long as the evil tycoon tyrants control and pervert all aspects of our government, 
corporations, and economies.  The false teachers of prosperity are actually easy to identify. They repeat falsetto 
falsehoods so many times, they brain wash others with reverse NLP. (neural linguistics Programming).

	 Trixie is asking all 3 pm to prepare to be the 1% of those who actually achieve the possible. 

#Positivitrix.  TrixieEsquerra.com. Text 09175768129 to join. 

	 3:25pm Raymond Lim is DDCEO/Founder of BlockChain RBG Philippines INC.  voicerecord.

To be a business owner is usually intimating and why K: few ever venture into small business operations at any 
level. For they are brainwashed culled thinking that only working for Corporations or cleaning toilets, killing rats is 
their only destiny.  

	 Reality Beacon Phillipines INc. DigiTokens Inc, Reality Beacyon INC PTE (ltd (Singapore), DigiAssets Pte 
LTD (SIngapore)  In Real Estate for 25 years now. 5 years in Phillipines.  

April 14, 2018 us Enterprise Congress. Newport Performing Arts Theatre Resoures World Manila. 

ANC on the Money BPO radio meet the Bosses. GOOGLE his name.

	 Realty Beacon Philippine sINC. Invested 500 Million worth of assets in Metro Manila since 2015. 

 Raymond studied Bitcoins 3 years ago and only invested 1 year ago. Everyone thinks BitCoins is a same. K: 
Partially true as their is little basis for actual value and benefits. Original currency was based on Gold or precious 
commodity supply and demand chain dynamics that constantly flow float based on speculation and other 
economic factors. 

	 BlockChain to finance is what Internet does to media.  Is disruptive and innovative technology.. 

Is a distributed database that mains a continuous growing list of records called blocks. Bitcoin becomes a new 
middle broker from cash transactions A-B transactions. Capital Market EcoSystems will mature to be ALL 
URLident.com driven.  Governments are struggleing how to tax these transacttions.

	 At 4:02, he states Ballot boxes will be BlockChain driven.  EVOTE.ONE.  

Smart Contracts was IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com gifted to world back in 2008 with lawyers and all business 
owners using enforced ethical contracts video recorded and published to prevent obvious fraud and litigation. 

4:08 pm Energy management is TurnOffLights.com SolutionSafeWater.org originated 41 years ago. Patented 
applied year 2012 while I was in HELL jail as Political prisoner of mass cyber crime warfare of WW3 because of 
the criminal forgery of so many documents and evidence to DENY your rights to achieve real and punitive 
damages.

	 IaTokens.com  is their prime website.


Q&A forum at 4:45pm with Nathan Sent (27 year old creator of BitCoin Facebook portal), Raymond Lim (office 
(632)625-2713 , Emerson Santos -Financial advisor. Leo Salonga, x102 head Events Training. 09179650330 
Leo@RbgPhilippines.com, Donna Andrea Dioneda, Exec Assistant 09175981107. ea3@RbgPhilippines.com 


Just sent this to IaTokens.com website and published here (real-time) Just met Raymond Lim of RBG 
Philippines.his  office (632)625-2713   eVOTE.ONE URLident.com is the final world answer to secure all 
transactions at all levels in the worlds FIRST/LAST database is that owned and controlled by each of our 7.6 
billion people. replacing all existing databases over time, this creates our new world society free of crime 
networks. Destruction of all cybercrime terrorist cells is easy with auto matic Face Recognition and OCTV -Open 
Circuit TV.   massive reductions of all governments and corportions occurs with ProfitShareHolders.com and 
FinalStockMarket.com that eliminates all speculation and criminal theft of intellectual property, real and actual 
assets.   BitCoins.ph is one 100% affected. #1 critical focus is for ALL world Leaders to use the PDF file located 
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at top of BuiltBykeith.com SoutionPeace.com and final SolutionManifesto.com to create a single world 
constitution mandate charter that governs our entire world. No more visas, passports or forgable documents will 
ever exist now.   Please call keith duncan immediately as PRESS CONFERENCES will finally shake the living 
CRIME 'HELL" out of our world of super rich criminal ruling elite.    All positive since this most massive Unification 
REFORM transformation will migrate all existing laws and business practices into one standard unified set of 
enforced ethic laws and mandates. Keith Duncan. SKYPE: BuiltByKeith2.

  

SKYPE sent to Tom Haag is: Are you NOW going to DO exactly as I have PAID you to do. GO TO FBI AG PRESS 
and even MILITARY to command them to CONTACT me.  For you claimed you went to FBI with 2 others and FBI 
refused to TALK with YOU, only the other two. this makes NO sense since I gifted you evidence worth BILLIONS 
of $$ and no one in ANY government agency has a right to DENY anyone of their rights to submit CRIMINAL 
terrorist cybercrime evidence…..

   Audio at 5:13 am. The true currency of mankind is TRUST.  Gold backed paper can not be verified. Based on 
Confidence and not reality. With ProfitShareHolders.com and FinalStockMarket.com our entire economy now 
becomes actual supply and demand barter exchange transactions in worlds last open public blockchains 
database of URLiDent.com 

	 Need I actually PAY for the design of your new world society? Do I Really need to save my last assets and 
PAY for actual coding of these only world answer solutions.  Ultimate TOO LATE, as I have completed ALL of 
these ordained only answer solutions.  

	 Distributed open public ledgers prevent cybercrime infiltration and terrorist manipulation. This is also WHY 
all of these court documents I have showcased to world put over 100 people in HELL-Jail for their thousands of 
crimes they commit to criminally profiteer by holding you HostageForProfit.com (copyrighted 1958-2018).

	 Stellar BitCoins.ph has agreements with IBM and soon governments. Who will be the top BitCoins 
currency standard?  Clearly it is kBitCoins.org or equal.  No borders and 100% secure transactions. I worked on 
lowest level digital communication standards of RS-232, RS-432, Amateur radio (morse code) and highly secure 
banking software universal standard IBM data trade from 1976, then 1990, to present. 

	 Buy the rumors, sell the news.  Superior Coin is a fork off of Manaria code. Superior code is 1 peso per 
transaction. 
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